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Microphone EQ is a high precision product that was designed to transform the sound of any microphone into a true replica of any other reference microphone. The idea is to show how a specific microphone performs in comparison with others and show how it is able to imitate other microphones. This is not a standard solution like a microphone simulator: this is a real solution, a high-quality solution that makes the sounds
of the target microphones sound much closer to the sound of the reference microphone. The best reference microphone we used for this is the KSM 64 from AKG. This microphone has many advantages: it's a high quality microphone with the highest dynamic range and sensitivity it is a perfect match in terms of frequency response, which allows you to make the sounds of the target microphones sound very similar to the
sound of the reference microphone it is a dual-microphone product: it is the first microphone to be able to create virtual stereo images of your acoustical space. Hence, we were able to show how the sound of the target microphones was able to imitate the sound of the reference microphone and its own product. In short, it is a realistic product that will allow you to determine the sound quality of your actual microphone. As
an example: if you switch between two different microphones, you can see how the sound of the reference microphone sounds so much like the sound of your target microphone that it's almost indistinguishable. Regarding the free evaluation version, we made a demo video with the microphone KSM 64. You will see how it is able to transform the sound of your reference microphone and how it is able to match your target
microphones. You will see both the frequency response and the phase spectrum of the reference microphone, and how these characteristics are transformed thanks to the configuration of the target microphones. In this way, the sounds of the target microphones will not only be transformed to that of the reference microphone, but also will be converted to be compatible with your target microphones. Now, it is essential to
understand that this technique is limited to the frequency bands of the reference microphone and of the target microphones. Once you change the reference microphone, you can't use the same technique. So, it's only possible to copy the qualities of the reference microphone that you've chosen. Ultimately, this is a solution for the office, for the professional: it is a reference microphone that has been customized in a very
professional way. This Microphone EQ was developed to be able to transform the
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• Any microphone into acoustic transducers. • From the sound of the microphone into virtual models. • The whole process takes place real time. • Works on all Windows platforms. • Low CPU load. • Converts a single microphone into virtual acoustic model. • Corrects the phase and the amplitude components belonging to the microphone frequency response. • Very fast and accurate results. • Easily customizable. *You
must have MathAudio Microphone EQ VST 2.7.9 or higher to use this functionality. MathAudio Microphone EQ Plug-in is the answer to any problem you have with multiple microphones - the home studio engineer's nightmare! MathAudio Microphone EQ helps solve microphone problems in a number of ways. 1) Auto-alignment of all microphone signals to one microphone. 2) Normalization of the volume of all your
microphones. 3) Re-adjustment of microphone impedances to level within the frequency range of interest. 4) Customization of an amplitude and phase correction curve to give the best results. Microphone Volume: 1) Resolves microphone volume problems. It makes sure all your microphones are set to the same volume regardless of impedance. 2) Auto-adjusts the volume of all your microphones to the best level for the
signal. Microphone Impedance: 1) Resolves problems with poor microphone impedance balance. It gives you time to re-balance the microphones because this plug-in normalizes the volume of all your microphones. 2) Resolves problems with the microphone audio range. 3) Adjusts the microphone band rejection to accommodate any type of microphone. Microphone Noise: 1) Resolves microphone noise problems. It
normalizes all your microphones so their audio levels are the same. 2) Makes sure your microphones don't have too much noise in the frequency range of interest. Microphone Phase: 1) Resolves phase problems. 2) Resolves phase problems and corrects the phase. 3) Increases the overall volume of the sound by adjusting the phase characteristics of each microphone. Microphone Gain: 1) Resolves gain problems. 2) Adjusts
the overall volume of the sound. The MathAudio Microphone EQ Plug-in also corrects audio range, so it is best used after it has been customized. Microphone Patching: 1) Resolves the problem of multiple microphones being heard at different levels 09e8f5149f
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* Dual microphone input allows microphone signals to be treated individually or together * Adjustment of sound quality on the way of correction: from audio fidelity to vocal transparency * Easy to use interface which allows to choose input and output parameters * Ability to process the microphone signal with automatic room correction * Continuous (real time) settings of parameters allow microphone sound to be
instantly reproduced with higher quality * Wide set of mic types with support for the most popular microphones * Up to four parameters to set: input gain, phase shift, high pass and low pass Requirements: * Windows or Mac OS system * Windows VST / AU / RTAS plugin / DAW * Compatible host: Cubase, Pro Tools * Octave range: -12 to +12 Each microphone type supports up to 4 different values of individual
parameters. MathAudio Microphone EQ VST turns any microphone into an acoustic replica of any other microphone. MathAudio Microphone EQ VST works with real reference microphones. No virtual models. Turn your medium quality microphone into a replica of your high quality microphone and compare the sounds immediately. The VST can correct the amplitude and the phase components belonging to
microphone frequency response. It applies a patent pending method of microphone correction which ensures maximum similarity between the sound of the reference microphone and the sound of the target microphone. MathAudio Microphone EQ VST Description: * Dual microphone input allows microphone signals to be treated individually or together * Adjustment of sound quality on the way of correction: from audio
fidelity to vocal transparency * Easy to use interface which allows to choose input and output parameters * Ability to process the microphone signal with automatic room correction * Continuous (real time) settings of parameters allow microphone sound to be instantly reproduced with higher quality * Wide set of mic types with support for the most popular microphones * Up to four parameters to set: input gain, phase
shift, high pass and low pass Requirements: * Windows or Mac OS system * Windows VST / AU / RTAS plugin / DAW * Compatible host: Cubase, Pro Tools * Octave range: -12 to +12 Each microphone type supports up to 4 different values of individual parameters. MathAudio Microphone EQ VST turns any microphone into an acoustic replica of any other microphone. MathAudio Microphone EQ VST works with
real reference microphones. No virtual models. Turn your medium quality microphone into a replica of your high quality microphone

What's New in the?

Microphone emulation makes it possible to study the performance of your standard microphone. You can compare sound for sound for sound a standard microphone with another standard microphone. Some people think that a standard microphone is always better than another standard microphone. The results of such tests are often misleading because of the limitations of quality of commercial microphones. Microphone
emulation makes it possible to study the performance of your standard microphone and compare it with that of another standard microphone. In addition to the amplitude, phase and center frequency shifts, you can also compare different microphone polar patterns. This approach removes the sometimes subtle difference between microphones. If you have a reference microphone, you can make high quality recordings with
your standard microphone. The result will be very close to the sound of your reference microphone because MathAudio Microphone EQ VST uses reference microphone samples. Two microphones can be compared in a direct comparison. MathAudio VST2 2.1 Delay Fix Version 1.0.2 (PC VST) The original version of Math Audio Delay VST was based on the new AI3 algorithm from Soundscapes which is now available
as a plugin for Logic. Math Audio Delay VST 3.5 the product is aimed primarily at the engineering market. Math Audio Delay VST 2.0 This is the new version of the VST 2.0 Delay Fix which is a great tool for those using RTAS plugins. It operates the same as the original VST, without any of the problems that are known to occur with that older version. This plugin gives you a very powerful yet very easy to use delay
effect. Math Audio Delay 3.0.0 (PC VST) Math Audio Delay 3.0 is a professional design for delay effects, to create original and creative effects. This plugin has a lot of innovative functions. Math Audio Delay 3.0.0.2 (PC VST) Math Audio Delay 3.0 is a professional design for delay effects, to create original and creative effects. This plugin has a lot of innovative functions. Math Audio Delay 3.0.0.1 (PC VST) Math
Audio Delay 3.0 is a professional design for delay effects, to create original and creative effects. This plugin has a lot of innovative functions. Math Audio Delay 3.0.0.1 (PC VST) Math Audio Delay 3.0 is a professional design for delay
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System Requirements:

OS: Windows Vista/ 7/ 8/ 10 (32 bit & 64 bit versions of these operating systems are supported.) Processor: 1.6 Ghz Intel Core 2 Duo or similar processor (3rd Gen Core i5 processor or better is recommended.) Memory: 2 GB RAM (or higher recommended) Storage: 4 GB available space (on the hard drive) Graphics Card: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 460 or higher (1GB VRAM recommended) DirectX: Version 9.0c Sound
Card: Supports DirectX 9 audio
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